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In keeping with tradition, we’ve
put another pretty face on the
March cover. Last year it was
Kim Beaulieu and in ’80 it was
Bruce Freme (well, two out of
three ain’t bad!). This year
it’s Bangor’s Carol Roy.

MARCH & APRIL CALENDARS

2

THE SHOEMAKER'S TALE

3

Carol has been racing competitively for five seasons
now and is finally ready to
break the three hour barrier
this year. Perhaps Boston will
do it for her. She ranked third
in the state in Maine Running’s
Runner of the Year awards and
is due for a super season.

PHOTOGRAPHS OF A SEASON

Deke is back this month with
more of the ’’Shoemaker’s Tale”.
This may end up being a novel!
Let’s hope. Ed Rice wrote a
nice piece on the 1980 racing
season that I’m finally able
to get in. It brought back a lot
of memories to me to read his account of some of the state’s best
road races. Skip has marathoning
on his mind and Rick Krause has
some thoughts about Hank Pfeifle.
Larry managed to dig out a few
things to write about in the last
throes of winter.
Welcome to Maine Running’s
third year of publication!

Maine Running is published
monthly in Bangor

Editor/Publisher:

Telephone:

Robert Booker
PO Box 259
E. Holden, Me.
04429

207-843-6262

The Deacon lets us in on more of
the trials of Barney Beal

9

Ed Rice shows us his scrapbook of
the 1980 racing season. What a
year it was!

THAT TINY SPECK ON YONDER HILL

18

Rick Krause’s tribute to Hank Pfeifle

RUNNING ON,,.

*9

Skip talks about the marathon and
reviews the autobiography of DeMar

THE MAINE LINE

21

Larry has some indoor track for us.
AT THE RACES

23

Move over Deke, here comes Loren
Ritchie. A great new talent!

THE PACK
Complete State High School Indoor
Track results.

MAINE RUNNING INFORMATION PAGE
How to deal with us on many matters.

24

THE CALENDAR
6

ICEBERG MARATHON

Holiday Health & Racquet Club,

Bangor. 11:00 a.m. start. (Contact: Maine Running
PO Box 259, E. Holden, Me. 04429 843-6262

st

, Patrick

's

day

1:00 p.m. start.

2 miler
Contact:

Harbor House, SW Harbor
Marty Lyons 244-3713

14

KERRYMEN'S PUB Zl MILER Saco - Contact Marathon
Sports Running Club, 8 Colonial Drive, Saco, Me. 04072

21

BOB RICE MEMORIAL 10k University of Southern Maine
Gym, Portland - Contact co-director, John Keller 772-0069

28

KENNEBUNK 10k ROAD RACE Kennebunk, Me. - Contact:
Marathon Sports Running Club, 8 Colonial Drive, Saco
Maine 04072

28

HUSSON COLLEGE REC MAJORS 10k
1:00 p.m. at
Newman Gym. $3.50 pre and $4 post registration.
T-shirts to first 50 to register. See flyer.

r*1

ROMA RUN

in Portland.

See a Rowdy.

10

CHINA lOK CLASSIC 10:30 a.m. Contact: Kevin Purcell.
Super field! Come and run fast. See flyer.

19

PORTLAND BOYS CLUB 5 mile. 53rd year. Cumberland
Ave., Portland. Contact: Dave Paul 774-4089

?

GOLDSMITH'S RUNNERS CLASSIC They're working on it
now. Dave says they may shorten the course in order
to attract more runners. See April issue for further
details.
NEW ADVERTISERS

We at Maine Running would like to take this opportunity to welcome the people
at Goldsmith’s Sporting Goods as monthly advertisers in the magazine. Goldsmith’s
started one of the first big races in Eastern Maine back in 1977. They now have
stores in Rockland, Bangor, Lewiston, Old Town and Presque Isle to serve their
customers throughout the state. Stop in and say hi.

Next month Peter Webber’s of Waterville will be joining the rest of the fine
stores that advertise in Maine Running. You Central Maine Striders can now buy
Maine Running at the Main Street store. Stop in and say hi to Bill Croce and
the others at Peter Webber’s. Remember, it’s Peter’s Sugarloaf Inn that sponsors
the great Kingfield 10k.

3k.
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I can wear them to church. Do you think
that’ll work?

kcr’s

’’Why would you want to wear these
to church, Barney? You’ve got a fine
Sunday pair.”

PART III- by Deke Talbot
AFTER HAVING GIVEN ME HIS STORY,
Barney was determined to stay on my good
side. We were friends anyway, and that
helped, but we have all seen friendships
turn sour and then have unforgivable things
said in a careless moment. The worst thing
you could do was to besmirch a friend’s reputation, and that can easily be done. About five
years ago there was an awful fracas when
Vern Crowley and Frank Beal got into an
argument, and Frank called out, loud enough
for the neighbors to hear, that Vern was
well known for not paying his bills. They
both went to grab their shotguns, and if Vern’s
nephew, who is a State Trooper, hadn’t been
nearby to stand them off until they cooled
down, heaven 'knous what would have happened.
Anyway, reputations are precious, and
Barney was living in a glass house after his
confessions. What happened on the Outside was
none of my business, and I wished I could be
free of the burden of knowing. The more I
could meet with Barney without talking about
it, the better, as far as I was concerned.
We met a lot at social functions, and my
Lottie and his Georgia planned some picnics.
While the women fixed dinner and the kids
played, Barney and I swapped stories. Barney
kept his stories local, not venturing any
anecdotes about how funny people are on the
Outside. I thought that strange, glad as I
was not to have Barney talk about his troubles.
Outsider stories are simply irresistible.

I encouraged Barney’s forgetfulness
until the day I started smelling something
near Barney. He’d stopped by my shop to
pick up some black shoe polish, for what
reason I didn’t know.
’’Barney, you smell like you’ve been
into a bait-barrel. You’ve been working
cousin Clyde’s boat again? I told him to
t the bilge before he brings it in for
£ Ars.”

diving
on
pump
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”1 don’t smell anything, Eph. I’d like
to put some black polish on my running shoes, so

’’These feel so great, I want to wear
them all the time. In fact, I do. They
give off a tingling all the time. There’s
POWER in these shoes. Here, feel for yourself.”
Quickly, Barney pulled off his shoes,
and handed them to me. A tidal wave of
sensation followed, and I nearly fainted.
I dropped the shoes. "Oh, god...Barney,
step aside...need (ulk) fresh air..."
I stumbled outside, eyes watering, and
plunged my face in the dirt to cover the
smell. There was power in those shoes, all
right. I gulped air and held back the gags
until Barney came out.

"How long since you’ve had those
shoes off, Barney?" I asked, when I finally
caught my breath.
"Oh, about four months, I guess. I
guess maybe I’ve been afraid somebody
will steal them and rob my power. Georgia’s
made me sleep in the Boat shop the last
three weeks, but I don’t know what to do."
"Wash them! And run in them! They’ll
rot, and so will you, unless you take
some action. How long since you’ve run?"

"Oh, about four months, I guess..."

*****
FOR THE NEXT THREE YEARS, I’d have to
say Barney got along pretty well with his
shoes. He ran his usual distances, but
then every so often, about once a month,
he’d go ashore to Jonesport and run a big
loop that took him up past Mason’s Bay,
over the County road, back down Wescogus
and West Jonesport to the point of beginning, a distance of 33 miles, more or less.
He said he did it to drain the power out
of his shoes, so he could leave them out
to dry without fear that someone would
take them and use them against him. It was
all a bunch of witch-doctor nonsense to
me, and once again I wished that Barney
didn’t burden me with his inner feelings.
Outsiders seem all tooproud of how crazy
they are, and want to tell everyone. We’re

not like that. We’ve got to keep
problems to ourselves, so we can
on each other. But Barney didn’t
ashamed at all about telling his
ries to me.

our
depend
seem
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But when Barney just talked about
his running, instead of his shoes, he
seemed perfectly normal. He started
talking about the Olympics again, and
though he was now thirty-five, he was
as lean as ever, and assured me that he
was in an old man’s game. They say in
baseball that the legs go first, but
Barney told me that in running the mind
goes first, when you decide it’s not so
all-important any more. He assured me
that it was still important for him. "I’ve
got to make up for the last time," he
said. "Win or lose, I’ve got to show
that I can do things right."

By the fall of ’39, Barney had
his plans all laid out, or so he thought.
He figured he’d stay out of trouble and
not run any races until the Boston Marathon in the spring, which would qualify
him for the Helsinki Olympics. "I’d like
a tuneup, though," he said. "Can you find
anyone or anything around that’ll give me
a good race?"
I had a comer quicker than I’d expected. My brother Lew, who lives in
Jonesport, had a Brittany spaniel that
he claimed was the toughest little birder
he’d ever seen. He boasted a little too
much about the dog’s speed and stamina,
and I figured he needed to be took down
a peg, so I told him about Barney’s
challenge.

Less than a week later, Barney and
that dog were lined up at Mason’s Bay,
ready to run. Since the dog was likely
to tag along with Barney, we all agreed
that the dog would be the winner if he
reached Wescogus corner less than 100
feet behind. Lew could whistle or signal
the dog in any way he pleased. We figured
that the dog would otherwise handicap
himself by chasing off after rabbits,
We all agreed that he would run an overall
distance greater than Barney; all, that
is, except Barney himself.
Barney took right off at a good clip,
not looking back to see if the dog was
following. That dog tried to rile Barney
early, by changing speeds, yapping, and

trying to slip between his legs, but Barney’d
just take a hurdle-step or slide over a bit
and he never changed speeds at all, but ran
his own race. The dog didn’t go wandering off
into the woods; it did stop once at a stream
for water, then looked up and saw Barney way
ahead, and took off as hard as it could go.
I swear, that dog was taking the race personally, but even so I knew the race was over by
the time they’d reached Jonesport village.
Barney never let the dog slow down to a trot.
He was either in a hard canter or a full run
all the time, until you could see his rump
sort of sway sideways, the way a dog will do
when he’s tired. Lew whistled and cussed, but
his dog just gave him a glass-eyed look and
let his tongue hang out the side of his mouth.
By the time we reached West Jonesport,
Barney was out of sight, and Lew started
muttering about how he ought to rest Captain
for some bird-hunting that weekend. Captain,
that’s the dog’s name, seemed to oblige right
then by stopping in the road. We backed up
Lew’s truck and got out. Captain hobbled over
to a rear tire, lifted a leg, but was so tired
he lost his balance and fell over sideways,
giving out a grunt. Lew had to pick him up
and carry him into the truck, and although he
revived, Lew said Captain was never the same
dog again. The bond of trust was broken when
that dog realized what Lew had done by pitting
him in that race against Barney.
We drove on, and I told Barney the race
was over, but he said the race wasn’t over
until he finished the course, never mind what
the dog was doing. So Barney kept going, and
finished the 12 miles in what I think was a
little over 57 minutes. I hadn’t really kept
the time. Barnev didn’t mind. "It’s a match
race," he said. "A stopwatch is lust a crutch.
I know how I did."
As late autumn turned into winter, Barney
didn’t let up. He’d run on pleasant winter
days before, but this time he was taking it
seriously, because Mister DeMar had told him
that older runners couldn’t just start up
again at the first smell of the flowers and
expect to do very well. But the winter of
1940 was a challenge even for Barney. It seemed
to be a never-ending cycle of snow, sleet and
rain, followed bv hard freezes which put more
layers of ice on the roads than skins on an
onion,

Barney had an idea about how to keep from
slipping on the ice, and it was about as good
as his idea to pour hot wax for the insoles.

He remembered seeing some fellows with
spiked shoes when he was in Berlin, so
he pounded nails right through the front
of the soles of his shoes. It didn’t take
\m long to decide it wasn’t such a good
.udea.
Barney came shuffling into my shop
with a gingerly step, bloody feet, and a
sheepish,look on his face. ’’You see, the
nails worked their way back up as I ran,”
he said. ’’Besides, they got covered with
ice and didn’t work very well.”

’’Listen, Barney,” I said, ’’the next
time you decide to emulate our Lord by
crucifying yourself, would you let me know
in case I have a better idea? Let me look
at the shoes. You’ll be lucky if I can
save them now. Maybe you’ll be better off
if I can’t.”

Although the shoes should have been
ruined, the nails just pulled out and
the soles hardly showed a pucker where
the nails had been. I covered the wound
by melting a plug of the original rubber
compound over the balls of the soles. I
also checked the soles for other signs of
wear, but I couldn’t find anything, not
even on the outside edge of the heels,
to show he’d run in them.

Barney couldn’t afford to waste any
time, so he went right back to running,
despite his raw feet. He found that the
shoes gave plenty of traction, even on
the ice, as long as he didn’t go up on
his toes too much. And his feet healed in
a hurry when he dipped them in the ocean
off the ferry wharf at high tide every
day. Try that in January, and your feet
will heal in a hurry, too. They won’t have
any other choice.

*****
IT’S EASY to grit your wav through
the cabin-fever months of February and
March, just trying to survive the winter,
and not notice what your friends are
doing.
I suppose there’s no excuse for
it, but that’s why I didn’t notice Barney’s absence from the roads. I wasn’t
even thinking about him until one sunny
March day when I decided to venture out.
nen I can smell the mud I figure I’m
going to outlive old man winter, and perhaps I ought to renew some acquaintances.
As I started down toward Barney’s boat

-shop, I heard a clomping sound behind me,
then heavy breathing, and Barney’s boy
came thundering past. That startled me,
because I had always thougtt that people
didn’t make a sound when they ran for pleasure, but then Barney was my only previous
experience in that sort of thing. But as he
went by, I noticed something that startled
me even more. He was wealing Barney’s shoes.

Charles Henry Beal II was a sturdy boy
of fifteen, but I didn’t figure him to be
a runner. He didn’t have much fat on him,
but he had more of his grandfather in him
than Barney, what with his broad shoulders
and thick chest. His clump-clump-clumpgrunt gave away the fact that he wasn’t enjoying himself very much, and I could see
him trying to turn in his toes and end up
scuffing his legs, nearly falling when he
did. Those shoes won’t help everyone, I
thought to myself.

I knew I had to find out what was wrong
with Barney then, and the chill I felt then
was something more than the cloud which
blew over the sun, scudding shadows in mv
direction. Barney was in trouble, and I’d
ignored him.
I opened the door to the boat shop, and
saw Barney working with intense but pointless
purpose, sanding the front deck of a boat
which had been brought in for hull work.

"Barney, what-----”
He spoke before I could finish, "It’s
good to see vou, Eph, I’ve been meaning to
talk to you. I guess you didn’t know that
they called off the Olympics. Something to
do with the war...maybe because the Russians
invaded Finland, I don’t know. All I know is
that politics control the show, like Mister
DeMar said, and I’ve lost my only chance to
make things right. Mavbe I should be glad
that I can’t goof things up even worse, but
I hate to leave things hanging. It’s like
my fate has me in a trap and I’m looking
out to see the consequences of my acts, but
can’t do a thing to change them."

He stopped for a moment, then his face
brightened. "I’ll be too old when the
Olympics come again, so I’d like to give
the boy a try. I’ll tell him what not to
do, and he’ll be fine.”

’’Barney,” I said, "I saw the bov
run by, and he didn’t look like he was
enjoying himself. Are you sure the Olvmpics are his idea?”
1
’’He’ll be fine...give him some
time. Now if you don’t mind, I’ve some
work to do."
Barney had never been so curt to
me before, and when I left I didn’t
know whether I was feeling more sorrow
or anger. Did Barney want to talk with
me, or just preach at me to justify himself? He certainly didn’t want to hear
anything from me.

As I walked back to my house I saw
the boy finishing his run, and I could
tell he was limping. I’d never seen
Barney limp during a run, even during
that time when he’d put those nails in
his soles.
The boy didn’t have Barney’s style,
that was clear enough. But when I thought
about it later, I realized that he didn’t
need Barney’s style; he needed his own.
His problem was that he tried to imitate
his father.
Barney looked pigeon-toed when he ran,
with his feet curling in under those spindly, snringv ankles. But when I saw Barney’s tracks in the snow, they always
pointed straighter than a surveyor’s transit
line. He looked pigeon-toed in comparison
to all the rest of us, who had splayed-out
duck feet from slogging through the flats
all oup days. Shoes can tell a repairman an
awful lot, the wav the uppers just lean over
and fall off the sole, and I saw a lot of
that in town. When the boy tried to turn
his thick, rugged ankles in toward each
other to run pigeon-toed, he’d scuff his
calves and turn his ankles, and head for
home after two or three miles. I wondered
how long the bov would last.

1 didn’t have to wonder long. It was
about two weeks later when the boy came into
mv shop, asking for some help in fitting
the shoes correctly. But the funny sort of
pleading in his eves told me he wanted me
to coax something out of him. Barney’s
pushing him into this, I thought, and that’s
wrong.

’’Take off your shoes, Charlie, and
I’ll have a look," I said. If it’s coaxing
he needs to admit his troubles, I’d oblige
by starting easy. What I saw made me forget
that the boy could have anv other troubles;
the insides of the shoes were bright red,
his feet were streaked with blood, and two
toenails, torn nearly comoletelv off, lay
at crazy angles to everything else. We’re
brought up to bear pain, I thought, but I
couldn’t bear to look at it. It looked as
if the shoes had attacked him.
’’Charlie, I’m going to find some iodine
for your feet and call the doc. And I’m
going to take those shoes off your hands.
Why didn’t you tell your father about this?”

He gave a sigh, with at least some relief in it. "That’s just it, Mr. Faulkingham. I don’t dare sav anvthing about it.
Dad says he doesn’t get much satisfaction
these davs, apart from seeing me run in his
shoes. I know I’ll disappoint him.’’

"Heaven knows, son, the only true disappointments are when we disappoint ourselves
You dad knows that better than anyone. He
needs to be told, because he’d feel terrible
knowing how you’ve suffered on his account. ’
"I know he feels bad already. But it’s
hard to get his attention, and when you do,
he loses his tenner sometimes. I’m worried
about him, Mr. Faulkingham. He’s tired a
lot, and has a cough."
"Your father’s as good-tempered a soul
as I know. How long has he been like this?"

"A couple of months, maybe," he said.
"Even since he found out that the Olympics
were called off. That’s when he lent me the
shoes. But I don’t think I’m a runner. I
like basketball, and mavbe I’ll make the
first team next year if I keep at it."

"Don’t worrv, son, vou won’t have to
tell him all this. I’ll do it mvself.
These are his shoes, and he’s got to fill
them. Now go get Mrs. Faulkingham to soak
those feet for you. And please stay for
supper. ’’
****

THE NEXT MORNING, I woke earlv and
began to think again about what the boy
had told me over supper, how it felt like
there were little thorns all through the
shoes when he ran in them, but when he took

them off and ran his hand through the inside, he couldn’t feel anything wrong. So
now I’d have to find out what the boy
meant, after cleaning out the shoes. I
soaked them in ammonia, scrubbed them
with denatured alcohol, and hung them up
to dry, having gotten nearly all the
blood out. That afternoon, I felt through
the insides of the shoes, then checked
with a magnifying-glass. Surely there had
to be a seam or a loose thread causing the
irritation, but I found nothing. I put on
the shoes and began to walk around the
shop. They felt light and springy, certainly not uncomfortable. They made me
want to run, which is funny because I’d
only run to catch a bus, and then only if
there were any on Beals Island except for
school buses, which don’t count. Out the
door I ran and started to feel a tingle in
my feet. Good, I thought, Barney’s talked
to me about this tingle. But the tingle
started to grow and felt like burdocks. I
slowed to a walk and the feeling went away.
I had a thought, and gritted my teeth
against the pain I knew was coming. Lowering my head, I accelerated until I was run-1
ning as hard as I could, right through that
burdock-feeling, straight into a thistlepatch. I stopped in a hurry, and walked over
to Barney’s.

Barney was in his shop, working on the
same boat. When he looked up I realized how
much he’d aged over the winter. His eyes
were tired, and his scowl deeped the lines
on his face.
"My boy told me that you took the shoes
away. Would you mind explaining that to me?"
I was taken aback by Barney’s rudeness,
speaking so strongly without even a greeting.
Maybe his temper is shortened by the time of
year...no, he knows he’s done something
wrong, and he feels touchy because he’s on
the defensive. He needs to be shaken out of
it. I spoke in a calm voice, but with as
much force as I dared.

"There’s a lot of explanation that needs
to be done," I replied, "and not all of it is
mine. You’ve got to do some explaining, not
to me, but to yourself. Let me ask you a question: do you have the right to give away
your shoes to Charlie? Do they then become
his shoes?"

"Why, yes, Eph. I bought them from you,
and they were mine to give away."

"That boat you’re working on, I
understand it’s Erwin Lenfestey’s. Will
he be able to pay for the work all at once
when you deliver it?"

Barney paused, puzzled by the turn in
the conversation. "Erwin’s a good fisherman, one of the best. After he gets the
boat back jbell have a few good catches and
pay what he owes me."

"What if, before he’d paid you back
for the work, Erwin gave his boat away, to
his sternraan Lyman?" I asked. "Would you
feel so comfortable about getting your
money?"
"Lyman’s a good soul, but you know
he’s simple, Eph. He’d try to pay, but he
doesn’t know enough to be able to fish on
his own. I wouldn’t want Erwin to give
away his boat..."
Barney’s face darked. "I don’t like
the wav you’re leading this conversation.
It’s only our friendship that keeps me
from thinking that you’d accuse my boy of
being simple, or incapable."

"Not in the least, Barney. Charlie’s
got great potential, in many directions,
but he’s not a runner, at least not now.
The point is, you don’t give things away
to people without knowing they can use
them properly, or taking the time to
train them. You’ve done neither."
"I should think you wouldn’t presume
to tell me what to do with something that
belongs to me," Barney replied. "You’ve
been talking about debt, as if I hadn’t
paid you for the shoes."

"The debt...yes, Barney, I’d almost
forgotten. Do you think all debts are
measured in money? Aren’t some of our
debts measured by the gifts and abilities
that the good Lord’s given to us? You’re
an artist, and those shoes are your instruments. You are linked to them by a
debt, not to anyone else, but to yourself.
That debt is not measured by any amount of
money; even an Olympic medal might not
have paid it off. Only you can measure the
debt to your own spirit. And that’s why
you can’t give the shoes away."
I felt my mind fading from the effort
of making him understand, so I kept talking.

"It’s funny, Barney, there’s a lot
of your spirit stuck to those shoes,
and it doesn’t wash out. I can vouch for
the fact that nobody else can wear them.
You said once that there is power in the
shoes, but it’s your power. You can’t separate yourself from it, or else part of you
will die. And judging from the looks of
you, If 11 take the rest of you along."

TROPHIES
AWARDS

I didn’t know how much of an impact
I’d made, but knew I’d done what I could.
I’d felt that it was a voice coming out
of me, that I hadn’t said it at all,
though I wished I could take credit for
it. I felt dizzy and weak.

^Prompt service
*Engraving

^Trophies

*Plaques

Barney reached out, tentatively at
first, and took the shoes. "You’re right,
Eph," he said, "and you don’t need to say
any more."

Economy Trophy
Bob Hagopian
109 Main St.
Madison, Me.
04950
696-5548

"I hope they still fit," he added.

*****
In Part IV, Barney confronts the legacy
of Andrew Sockalexis...
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Sporting Goods

Hogan Road

Bangor, Maine
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PHOTOGRAPHS
BY ED RICE

Looking through some photographs
I found inside a drawer
I was taken by a photograph of you
There were one or two I know that you
Would have liked a little more
But they didn’t show your spirit quite as true.
Jackson Browne
("Fountain of Sorrow”)

Being injured is a bitch.
Not
much to do but sing odes (or
curses) to the muse of running
in hopes that the affliction will
soon pass...and press the wounded
area again in the belief that
somehow, this time, the twinge
won’t be there. But it always is.
Even in a public place, unable to
resist the urge to reach down and
probe the villainous calf muscle.
(’’Honey, why is that guy over
there feeling up his leg?”)
No, not much to do at all,
except, perhaps, be warmed by
pictured, earlier times running.
Ones the Nikon didn’t get.
The best ones.
Recapturing a
spirit no camera can do justice to.
Glowing, once again,
in photographic images that the
mind’s eye has shot.
Some favorite snaps from a
personal ’’album” follow, a
collage of people and races
from the 1980 Maine summer
road race season, with love
and gratitude for them all.

First, some scattered early
’’shots".
(You can’t tell much
about where you’re going to...
until you’ve seen where you’ve
been)
A grade school youth racing
the short distance to the
police lady at the crosswalk,
after the final bell of the
day..."Wow, aren’t you fast!
You’re the first one today.
Just like every day!” she
gushes...the boy beams.

A high school cross country meet:
the fleet, way up ahead; properly
dispairing hopefuls for a school
letter, jock-sniffers and various
others from the varsity-sport-damned
clique plan weekend dates, well
behind...alone...floating in a
vacuous middle...the team manager
shouts:
"They’re just ahead.
Go
get ’em!”....You go get them, fatso.
Why, oh why, am I doing this to
myself.
This is it.
This is my
last race.
Just let me get through
this one and that’s it...until the
finish line, and coach’s announcement of an improved time.

A two-day stint with the Northeastern University cross country
team.
(These shots are blurred,
for obvious reasons)...coach
cleaned out the locker...off the
team already...It’s fall, that’s
cross country season, now what do
I do?., .new idea ...climbing the
long stairway to the school newspaper office.
A letter, the young woman says
the oneness is no longer there,
and can never be again... tearfully,
out looking for the original half,
on the run.

A one-mile run, Army Basic Training, Fort Dix, New Jersey:
joyously free from the badgering Drill
Sergeant’s voice, doing the first
natural thing to do in days...
lapping more than two-thirds of
the platoon..."winning" my first
group run ever.
Some weeks later,
one behind in the last lap of the
mile, about to give up the chase...
standing out on the back stretch a

’psyching’ buddy says he doesn’t
like quitters ... finding something
extra, something I never knew was
there... holding a sprint, passing
the laboring frontrunner a few
yards before the finish... handclasps and smiles... then an assisting Drill Sergeant rushes up,
protests thdt we have one more
lap to do ... fortunately, he’s
yelled down.

A Lewiston newspaper staff’s
teasing ... for second straight
finish in local road races behind ”a gir 1” ...’’Some ’ girl ’ beat
you!”....Aaaah, the good ’ol
dark ages of humanity.
A snowcapped Professor Bill
Barker enters the Bowdoin College faculty-staff locker room
following a noontime run in a
blizzard, bundled up and covered with enough snow to pass as
a reasonable facsimile of the
Abominable Snowman ... and smiling
broadly.
I have just returned
from push-and-shove squabbling
on the basketball floor...intense, angry, scowling.
A few
days later, basketball put aside, off running with Bill...
eagerly awaiting my first blizzard!
(The summer of 1980 was my
first genuine road race season,
from Brunswick up to Presque
Isle, from July 12th to Sept.
27th, I ran a road race each
and every weekend except one.
These ’’pictures” vividly
remain...)

COOK’S CORNER (Brunswick,
five-miler, 7/12/80) -- first
serious attempt to break 30
minutes ... 17:44 at 3. ..thrill
to see Bill Rodgers, Greg Meyer,
et al, at my shoulder (errrr,
going the other way, I should add,
on a turnaround point on the
course!)...friend Bill Barker has
his rocking, merry-go-round horsie
(he has a distinctive, bounding
up-and-down gait) smoking, passes
me in the middle of the last mile,

noting to me that "I had to bust
my ass to get here”... beats me
easily to the finish...I miss by
21 seconds of magic 30-minute mark.
HANCOCK LOBSTER CLASSIC (10.2
Miler, 7/26/80) -- fittingly it’s
’’broiling”, very humid.
Out
quickly with daily running companions Oscar Feichtinger and
Steve Palley, pressing on when
both stop for first water stand,
trying to chase down a thin,
spindly-legged youngster with a
handsome shock of blond hair.
He is 14-year-old Kyle Rankin,
a young man whose gears are uncharacteristically clogged this
day...the heat is rough.
Somehow I sustain 6:30’s for the first
eight but then it’s slow-motion
time.
I’m like an out-of-gas,
ocean-going craft just floating
helplessly on the waters, waiting
...waiting for the irrepressible
Oscar to come gliding up.
He
sidles in.
"I’ve been expecting
you” I gasp.
"C’mon, let’s go in
together” he offers.
Woeful shake
of the head:
’’Not today Oscar,
you’re looking at flat out.”
Off
goes Oscar.
Still, I get 15th
place, in 1:06:07, a P.R.
In conversation Kyle Rankin turns
out to be as precocious a person
as he is a runner.
Unaffected by
what is for him a poor performance
he laughs it off.
I predict, correctly as it turns out, that I
won’t beat him again.
I initiate
a teasing game we’ll share the
rest of the summer:
’’You sure
you aren’t a midget...or just
someone disguised as a 14-year-old?
What a setup...just grabbing up
those 14-and-under trophies...How
many years do you plan on staying
14?" etc.
Kyle’s mom and running
dad are there too.
Easy to become enamoured with this family.

My wife Cher and I don’t have
any kids ... shortly after this race
I remarked to her that if kids can
turn out like Kyle, the idea warrants more thought!

SPUDLAND (Presque Isle, 13.1
miler, 8/3/80) -- Torrential
thunderstorms greeted we distant
travelers.
Nervously made us
wonder if this weren’t, indeed
really ’’God’s Country” and if,
somehow, our intrusion was not
being looked upon favorably!
The pre-race banquet was nearly,
literally, washed out by flooding waters.
Bangor Daily News reporter
Bob Haskell and I did get a
rather interesting welcome when
we arrived at the in-town hotel.,
a couple of very buxom black
young ladies, "performers” (?!)
with the traveling fair, were in
the lounge as we walked in for a
couple of beers.
"Whew-weeee,
look at the legs on that white
boy!" one of them loudly proclaimed.
After that the race
was anti-climactic!
Conrad Walton, the Musterds
and the rest of the Northern
Maine running contingent made
our stay most pleasurable.
I
was dismayed when one very good
and very popular Southern Maine
runner was slighted, when distinguished runners at the banquet
were introduced, by a fiercely
competitive Northern Maine runner.
This gifted runner was the
only one at the elite runners’
table not to be introduced.
Such regional pride is fun to a
point but this display was most
inappropriate.

Race day I had the pleasure of
meeting Ray Cooper and his wife...
Ray is a hard-working member of
the Maine Track Club and a rapidly improving runner.
When he
turned out to be as much of a
film buff as I am the two of us
wound up "squandering" running
talk time to lengthy film dissections.
For me it mattered
little... I was doomed to a poor
race on this arduous course.
A nasty side stitch plagued
throughout, stopping me eight

or nine times.
I almost wound up
doing intervals for the last half
of the race, alternately running
and walking my way to a 1:29:31...
After sucking so much air, I was
happy to see the finish line at
the fairgrounds and immediately
began on a record-setting pace
for sucking orange slices and then
swilling beer.
SCHWEPPES-RONDO TRACK MEET (Bangor, "Media Mile", 8/8/80) -A lovely concept for a wonderful
cause...a benefit, night tract
meet for the Special Olympics.
My friend and self-appointed
(graciously accepted) coaching
mentor Steve Norton, the "Silver
Fox", had me primed for an exciting moment...a chance to win
a race.
This contrivance, which
would, in normal circumstances,
extend the powers of the gods at
Mount Olympus beyond even their
capabilities, came about as the
result of a so-called "Media Mile"
a race for members of the area
press.
It was a smart idea...ah,
the idea for a media race, that
is, because that got the meet itself a goodly amount of publicity.
One well-known Bangor tv sports
commentator was openly proclaiming
that the race was as good as his.

I had originally attended the
meet to substitute for Steve who,
unfortunately, was battling a
crippling foot injury incurred at
the Bunyan.
Steve had created a
mixed, four-way mile relay team
that included fellow UMO professor
Oscar Feichtinger and two of Maine’
best women runners, Robin Emery
and Carol Roy.
I felt honored to
be teamed in such lofty company
and the race promised to be fun.
Yet when we learned the meet
promoters scheduled the event for
11 p.m. all four of us determined
that we didn’t want to hang around
to that late hour.
Oscar immediate
ly began to look around for some
Masters categories he could clean
up in (he did, as usual)...and I
wandered over to one of the promoters and inquired as to whether

a member of MPBN might be welcomed into the media run.
Told
yes, I joined the field...and
immediately began praying that
Lloyd Ferris, Dave Silverbrand
or some other talented media
runner wouldn’t pull a "deus
ex machina" and suddenly pop
out of the skies to spoil what
seemed to be my dream arrangement .
At 8:30 the press "celebrities”
were individually introduced to
the now sparse crowd at Garland
Street Field.
Introduced last,
as Ed "I-Love_Sesame_Street" Rice,
I lined up as the eighth member
of the field on the very outside lane.
Having watched me
grow more and more nervous as
the event drew near, Steve had
kidded me that Ferris "just showed
up" and then counseled me on
strategy, suggesting that 80-second
quarter intervals should easily
do the trick...I kept this in
mind as the gun went off.
But I
also had it in mind to win the race
in the first 100 yards.
I slipped
on the gravel-covered, far-extremity
of the track, but quickly righted
myself and blew out.
Just a handful of steps later I easily slid
over into the inside lane, and
pressed on.
Behind me I could
hear an incredulous voice: "What’s
he doing?"...I felt a smile I’d
never known before.

Only half way around in the first
lap I knew the race was mine, an
intriguing sensation for a backof-the-pack sort, such as I am.
I began to imagine various ways I
could blow it...falling down,
running myself out, suddenly getting injured.
Such thoughts
brought the butterflies back.
Then I began thinking back on my
inept days as a high school runner,
plodding hopelessly behind the
leaders on this same track.
What
a great poetic reversal a victory,
even a contrived one, would be for
a 33-year-old child.
I began to
think of boyhood heroes, like
Gerry Lindgren, Tom O’Hara and Jim

Ryan, and allowed myself to feed
on fantasies.
The first lap went
by in 73 seconds, and I felt like
I was coasting...whoaa, watch that
rampaging adrenalin, I thought.
I was tempted to look back, to
see how much of a lead I had, but
the race monitor in my head adamantly refused me this luxury.
As I reached the far side of the
track, on this second lap, I suddenly ascended into a world of
sounds.

My entire being became the personification of incredibly amplified rhythmic breathing and the
gentle slapping of shoes on the
track.
I enjoyed that feeling I
sometimes get when it seems like
my running body is locked into some
kind of poetical mechanization, an
ability to almost sense each muscle
that I concentrate upon at work,
and at the same time feel the
smooth functioning of the sum of
the parts.
Entering the homestretch curve
of this second lap I allowed myself to scan the grandstand.
It
was as if I were looking through
a telephoto lens that made things
smaller and more distant than the
opposite.
In the Army the third
lap had always been the killer...
couldn’t sustain the pace; but now
I was drawing on an invigorating
resource — people I could lap.
On the far side of the track a
couple walked hand-in-hand towards
me on the grassy area immediately
adjacent.
The boy looked at me
and smiled:
"Relax, there’s no
one near you."
I returned the
smile.

On the back stretch of the fourth
trip around, too, there were a
couple more principals to be lapped.
I poured it on in the homestretch. . .and threw my hands up to
hit an imaginary tape! "How about
that, coach, missed 80’s by just
one second (covering the mile in
5:21)...is that sticking to the
game plan?"
Steve smiled.
The

next competitor, the boasting tv
broadcaster, finished in just
under six minutes.
What a treat!
...say, where’s that dwarf and
the guy who talks about "fine
Corinthian leather”... this has
got to be Fantasy Island!

GRAND WILLEY (Ellsworth, 10K
8/9/80) -- Less than 12 hours
later it’s back to reality, in
scorching heat.

Robin Emery and I take turns
passing each other on various
portions of the course.
In her
accustomed place as the lead
woman runner, Robin becomes a
focal priority for most of the
photographers on the course...
accompanying her in some of
those shots will be the newlycrowned ’’Media Mile” champion
looking more, in this instance,
like the flattened coyote at
the end of the Roadrunner cartoons.
Robin runs in confident
bounding strides, as graceful as
they are powerful... and she has
the heart of a champion.
In the
last 100 yards I beat her to the
finish, and then feel somewhat
remorseful about the grandstand
final kick...I apologize to her.
But the happy-go-lucky Robin
quickly shrugs it off...”I’d
only be bothered if a woman did
that to me.”
Very few can.
Friend David Cunio, quiet as
ever and more deeply tanned,
serves notice at Ellsworth that
I’m going to be very fortunate
to even see glimpses of his
backside from here on out.
I
barely beat him at Hancock...
Paul Simon’s lyrics ’’preserve
your memories, they’re all that’s
left you” is appropo now.
ExMarine David will go to the D.C.
Marine Corps Marathon in the fall
and shatter the three-hour barrier.
Hmmm, maybe I should get
a third-shift job...is that the
secret, David?!

MAD WITCH (Brewer, 15.2 miler,
8/16/80) -- Brewer’s favorite son

Vaughn Holyoke, the wizardly
masters runner with the drivingfor-home pumping arm, likes to
say that at his hometown race
you have to earn your t-shirt...
only people that finish the race
get them.
And ’The Witch’ course
definitely makes you earn it.
My legs and my mind quickly
locked into a Laurel and Hardy
comedy routine I’ll cherish
forever.
I began the run with editor
Bob Booker and Gary Coyne, who
methodically clocked each mile
and were working a steady progression from 7’s per mile down
to 6:50’s and ultimately, if I
remember correctly, a goal of
around 6:45’s.
I was looking
to ’’leech” on two very steady
runners who, under normal circumstances, I’d be thrilled to
stay the entire route with.
But
this wasn’t to be any kind of
’’normal” run...for suddenly on
a long upgrade I found myself
leaving them.

The course then veered off
from this long, winding country
road and abruptly shot onto bumpy,
up-and-down gravel terrain ... yet
I was speeding up.

My mind began to run wild: Hey,
what the hell are you doin’...
keep this up and you’ll be walking.
Jeeesus, that’s Skip Howard.,
okay, just pull alongside and see
how long you can stay with him...
heeey, you just passed him, idio5..
you’ve got no business passing Skip
Howard ever...now what are you
doin’?...Aaaah, there’s Oscar,
fine...get there, stay there...
(passing Oscar) Oh my God, somebody better give you the last
rites...I wash my hands of you.
My legs had only one message:
Shut up, sucker, and enjoy the
ride...which I did.
On the long
return run in to the Brewer Auditorium, on the Bar Harbor road,
a small shower proved perfectly

refreshing and stopped just when
I would have flicked it off.
In
my college English classes I
learned that such a happening
is called a ’pathetic fallacy’
(Nature moving in accordance
with our mood or will)...it ain’t
supposed to work like that, but
this day it did.
I annihilated
my 15-mile p.r., doing the distance at around 6:32’s.
My
’Witch’ t-shirt will always be
a very special one to me.
GOOD SPORTS (Brunswick, 10 miler,
8/24/80) -- The race I, disappointedly, promised Cher I wouldn’t
run.
Because my Mom and Dad were
flying in from Baltimore to visit
us in Bangor for the weekend... but
I couldn’t resist slyly suggesting
to Dad that there was this race
and. ..he didn’t disappoint me. ..he
immediately asked what time we had
to be up!

It was like a homecoming.
I
proudly wear a Good Sports Running Club tank top because it’s
these folks who really helped
put running back into my bloodstream for good.
Great runners
and great people, like Rock
Green (who once asked me if
I’d like to join him on a training run... sure Rock, as soon as
I can get someone to lend me a
motorcycle); the swift ’Thin Man’
Mike Daly; the easy gliding Steve
Jordan; the fleetest husband and
wife team I know -- Dale and
Nancy Dorr; the club’s most
amiable leader Rob Jarrett; the
lawyer who’ll always be able to
out run his tongue (he won’t
need to!) -- John Moncure; my
lightning fast friend John Leeming -- who wears sox on his feet
and his hands (no, he doesn’t go
on all fours...he uses them instead of gloves); and my very
dear friends, Bill and Betsy
Barker.
It was great to see
them all and, hopefully, show
them my new act.
I was seeing
so many of my Southern Maine
friends, for the first time in
a long time, that I got registered only moments before the
deadline.

Now came the fun part...what time
to predict to Dad that I’d finish
in.
The previous year it had been
a disastrous 76-plus minutes.
This
time, as pumped up as I was, I
calculated around 65.

Dad looked at me very suspiciously
...you see he’s gotten used to me
striking out four times at Little
League games, shooting 2-for-19 in
a YMCA basketball game, etc...he’s
earned the right to expect little
more than total mediocrity, at
best. ..total disaster, most probably .

My lunacy tactic this time,
solely dictated by my legs was
just a little over 6’s per mile...
I was knocking off p.r.’s at
each distance from mile-four on.
The lovely, scenic run-to-thecoast route has a turnaround point...
I was shocked at the faces I saw
coming up while I was on my way
back...I was just floating on
emotion.
At eight I began to waver...
I stopped to take in some sips of
water.
A friend I made at the
Maranacook race in the spring,
Russ Connors, came up, said "C’mon
Ed, let’s go!” and gently ushered
me by the elbow forward.
Russ
has deservedly been recognized
by his group, the Maine Track Club,
as their most improved runner...
and that he most truly is...and
an equally good human being.
I
hung on to Russ, and on the impetus provided by him and John
Moncure pushed across the finish
line in 62:07.
I’m not sure who
was more stunned, my Dad or me.
I knocked over 14 minutes off last
year’s time!
The beer never tasted
better...

BANGOR LABOR DAY (5.2 miler,
9/1/80) -- Of course I was due
for a crash.
Here it came.
He
who goes out in 5:25 for first
mile, with tired legs, is asking
to be walking up the hilly 14th
Street extension... which I was.
Bangor buddy Ted Wallace spotted
me walking ahead and hollered to
me to ’’get your ass moving."
He
must have sounded like my old
drill sergeant because I did start

running again!
The torried heat
and two hills in the third mile
did much to convince me to dog it,
though.

It was just like the old days...
all sizes, all shapes, all sexes
(?), getting passed by everybody...
saying "Hi" and muttering "Bye" as
many I knew went beyond.
I suddenly began to really appreciate
all the previous weeks’ accomplishments...it took the sting out of
my last mile survival shufflin’...
BLUE OX CO-OP (Bangor, 5 miler,
9/6/80) -- Back to being spunky
again.
How about a sub-30 shot
.Not on Dr. John Fracagain
hella’s grueling little up-hiller
you don’t!
Good to see Skip
Howard back on his game here
(and because of that saw very
little of him indeed!)...I didn’t
do badly, 43 seconds over 30, and
an 11th place finish.
Me 11th!
I always thought I’d have to find
a race only ten other people knew
about for that to happen.
’Fun’
thing here was waiting for Cliff
Hatfield to pass me in the final
mile...I knew I couldn’t outlast
him and had tried to build up
I didn’t,
a big enough lead
When he came up I surprised him
for, while he was still behind
me, I kept looking straight ahead
and said:
"Hi Cliff, been expecting ya’".
Friendly, tough
competitor Cliff laughed, and
pulled on ahead.

PEOPLES BANK (Lewiston, 10K,
9/14/80) -- Still trying to
figure out how, in such a relatively short rac-, with so many
people entered, I managed to run
so slow and so alone.
The fun
person to watch here was Robin
Emery...she knew first prize was
a large gift certificate for L.L.
Bean’s.
She was so psyched up the
promoters might just as well have
given her the prize beforehand...
the women’s competition was
clinched.
In the middle of the
second mile Robin lit out of the
pack we were in almost as if it

were the Olympic finals for the
100-yard dash.
Bye, bye Robin!

After this race the promoters
gave out so many trophies even
slow pokes like me got one.
Figures, one of my least memorable races and I nab a trophy.
Mike Westphal (he of the handsome
blue-eyes, blond-hair, California
beach boy good looks and superlative running ability -- in my
next life I want to come back as
him!) playfully teases me as I
return from the trophy presentation: "Well, there’s two!"
Yup, just doubled my trophy output
for the year... wonder if there’s
room for it at home!
BAR HARBOR (13 miler, 9/20/80)
Supposedly I’m not going fast
today, supposedly I’m going to
enjoy the carriage paths and one
of my all-time favorite national
parks.
Supposedly ... so there I
am tagging along with a justforming corporation comprised of
two swift masochists named Mark
Violette and A1 Banfield (they
pulled this same stunt of egging
each other on at Casco Bay and
finished together, just missing
the three-hour barrier).

Says Mr. Violette to Mr. Banfield: "Would you like to cut
back a little?"
"No"

responds Mr.

Banfield.

Then Mr. Violette asks:
you Catholic?"

"Are

A flabbergasted Mr. Banfield
doesn’t see the connection.

Mr. Violette answers that it’s
well known that Catholics share
a proclivity for seeking and enduring pain, and so...!
In the meantime I’ve cut back
and let these jack-rabbits motor
on ahead, yet I’m still caught up
in their impetus.
I move on past
masters runner Carlton Mendell
with a courteous hello for a man

I greatly admire.
Now I’m starting to catch up to Robin Emery.
A Bangor Daily News columnist had
written a column condemning the
break from the traditional starting time for the Bangor Labor Day
race; I had written a rebuttal
column suggesting, tongue-in-cheek,
that maybe the race should also
sontinue all of its other traditions
...like no women, and offered the
idea that maybe Robin Emery could
find some knitting to do instead!
As I passed Robin she blurts out:
"Knit, knit, knit."

Suddenly I find myself in the
company of a legend...Deke Talbot!
The reason he’s back here is due
to the fact that he’s just coming
off an outstanding marathon at
Prince Edward Island.
So what
we’ve got is me, thinking I’m
deserving of a pilot’s license
for this flying I’m doing, and
Deke, taking it real easy...and
we’re both running together!
With two rather "dignified"
writing types, of course the conversation took a rather ribald
turn:
some kind of less than
socio-anthropological determinations on the blessed value of
active sexual interpersonal relationships, as regards that
species of human that races on
roads*..conclusions arrived at
in less than technical terms!
We’re sort of jesting back and
forth in yells and whippeting
by some people who must have
been shaking their heads in
utter disbelief.

Circling beautiful Echo Lake
I mistakenly got the idea that
Deke knew the course (prankster
that he is, he was more than happy to have it this way).
I kept
insisting that the course must
level, he’d nod, and then, exasperating to me, we’d be climbing again.
Finally he couldn’t
suppress his laughter, admitted
all, and I found myself giggling
and gasping at the same time.
Only one mile plus from the finish
I found my gas tank on empty.

I chased Deke away, grateful
for the wonderful camraderie.,.
and what for me was essentially
a push around this gorgeous but
tough course c

I finished the run in 1:24:03,
a very pleasing p.r.; that Banfield-Violette tandem had me by
two minutes.
Al’s been working
on some rather strange training
habits, not the least of which
include ferociously-fast but
erratically-spaced training runs,
and a theory on "sleep depletion"
which dictates he gets little to
no sleep (following his nights as
assistant city desk editor at the
Bangor Daily News with later evening visits to all-night diners
and romantic interludes).
All
of this, he says, is contributing to his success.
Move over
Dr. Sheehan, we’ve got a new
running guru!...for as long as we
last!
KINGFIELD (10K, 9/27/80) -Cher has been kind and very
patient to put up with all this
racing this summer...but one
weekend she wasn’t at all disturbed over was this one:
a full
runner’s weekend package up at
Sugarloaf, a lovely arrangement
of meals and accommodations at
a reduced rate in this beautiful
region.
And the reputed "very
flat" course had me hoping that
I could find a new 10K p.r. in
the 37’s that would provide a
glorious end to an extraordinary
first racing season.
In spite of the frigid chill at
the start, the race began with a
loop around the captivating little
town which stirred the juices...
and all engines were running at
full-tilt boogie as we headed
out on the out-and-back course.
I knew immediately the times
were, indeed, going to be fast.
When I passed by the timekeeper
at the five-mile point he called
out 29:44. ..I felt like stopping,
cheering...I just wobbled about
in a joyous stupor, something I
would continue to do through the

afternoon,
of beer!

aided by an abundance

This is a very special opportunity for runners to congregate for
a weekend in lush autumnal surroundings, and 1 heartily endorse
this package deal and hope Chip
Carey puts it on again next year.

And so the album closes, wonderful pictures for me of races and
people I’ll never forget.
Running
is an individual pursuit that
comes from within, but so often
the inspiration for it is supremely abetted by wonderful people who
are close to you.
I’ve mentioned
Cher, my Mom and Dad and the Good
Sports Running Club friends, but
I particularly am grateful to a
University of Maine at Orono
contingent that meets daily at
noontime to train, trade jibes
and inspire one another.
They
really helped me to be the best
athlete I’d ever been in my life
this summer and there really
aren’t words to express how much
I’ve enjoyed their friendship.
They are Steve Norton, Oscar
Feichtinger, Sam Schuman, Vaughn
Holyoke, Dave Torrey, John Field,
Steve Ralley and Frank Roberts.
Each is at least a sub 3:10
marathoner.
This connection of
truly fine Northern Maine runners, combining with those I’ve
been fortunate to know from
Southern Maine, encompass me
like a very special parenthetical
phrase, reassuring me that I’ll
never lose running again.
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shin splints; Achilles tendonitis.
sore knee joints and other orthopedic symptoms interfere with your
running, tennis, racquet ball or
other active sports,
Take preventive action with
SORBOTHANE heel or full sole
inserts.
SORBOTHANE..a new visco elastic
polymer considered a medical
breakthrough* cushions shock
since it can be easily distorted to
take up excessive impact.
Enjoy yourself more on the track,
on the road, on the courts or on
the slopes with incredible
SORBOTHANE inserts...
Endorsed by trainers.
Heel inserts..$8. pr. Soles..$13, pr.
(Add $2.00 for handling)
Order from:
NUTMEG HOUSE
P.O. BOX 87
BRANFORD, CT 0(34 05
CHECK.__ MONEY ORDER_______
VISA_MASTER CHARGE_______
EXPIRATION DATE
___________
SHOE SIZE____ _M____ F________
Name___________________________
Address________________________
City_________ State____ ZIP_____
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"Sporting Goods for All Seasons'

Good Sports
3 Pleasant St, Brunswick

Spring is here! (by the calendar)
Fresh footwear arriving daily
(almost) Check us out!

That Tiny Speck on Yonder Hill

by Rick Krause

On Aug. 18, 1974, I traveled to Rangel(®y for a 4*5-mile road race.

Apparently this was its first running because I’d never known about it
in years past.

It was a kind of wild looking country up there with pine tree
studded hills and lakes spread out to the horizon.

I pulled into town and

located the starting point at a small park just off the main

street.

I didn’t take much notice of who was there, as usually is the case,
I just wanted to race and do well.

I didn’t have a watch and maybe this

is one time I could have used one.

As I signed up for the race in a small

building, someone politely let me know that the race had already begun.
Finding the door, I walked outside to see the field galloping off.

They

were about 200 yards into the race.

I pinned on my number, trying to compose

myself, and started out after them.

I figured that I had traveled il

this way, so what the hell.
I tried to use my best judgement in this situation because in the
back of my mind I still wanted to do well.

Rather than do some frantic

sprinting, I applied my senses and just ran like I always do.

We rounded a few corners in town and I found myself passing people.
At the half-mile, we turned onto a logging road (one of those long-since

used types with the fuzz in the middle and a dirt strip on each side).
Each "lane” was lined with runners.

Having grown up in the sticks, the

scene fortunately looked familiar and I only hoped that, like my old

stomping grounds, the cows were not allowed to run loose.

I high-stepped

it along the mid strip, manageing to pass a good many runners,

negotiating two mud holes in the process.
When the course hit tar at about 2 miles out, there was no one else
in front of me.

I started churning, with my ego already at the finish

line, until . . • far off in the distance, I noticed a little dark speck.

It was on the road.

It was moving.

It had two legs.

"Well," I said to myself, "whoever it is, is fast, but after that kind

of start, second place isn’t so bad."
I ran relaxed now and watched the speck disappear around one corner

then the next.

It seemed like a very long two miles to the finish, but

finally I was there.

I figured that I would find out who that runner was at the awards
ceremony, so I waited around to see.
stringbeaa among the crowd.

In the meantime I notice this young

Scooting here and there, carrying one thing

then another, It appeared that he was in charge of the race.

As it turned out, I was right, and he presented himself with the
first place trophy.

It was Hank Pfiefle.

Just as an additional note about Hank, in 1976, aside from the

"official” results of the Portland

Boys Club 5-Miler, Hank was easily

The only foul-up was that he could not register for the race

the winner.

when he arrived in Portland that day because post-entries were not
9

accepted.

Jim Doane and I watched Hank disappear around the bends of the

bay loop as we eventually finished 1st and 2nd.
Wishing you many congratulations, Hank, on your Runner of the Year

selection.

R_vnwin^ an-...
by Skip Howard

Marathon.....the word has come
into our daily language in adjectival form so that any effort
of endurance is now labeled as a
"marathon" session, or "marathon"
dance benefit!
I have this ongoing dispute with John Frachella
this winter on the relative exhaustion levels inherent in crosscountry skiing and running.
Experience has shown me that I
would have to ski three times as
far as a marathon to reach the
same levels of physical output.
(Actually, Barney Klecker, ultramarathoner and ultra-distance
snowshoer, says nothing gives
one the workout that snowshoeing does!).
Naturally, the
ability to recover from a marathon-distance ski, as opposed
to a run, has much to do with
the surfaces (forgiving snow vs.
unrelenting pavement) and equipment (skis with proper camber
spring you after footplant, while
running s h.es only cushion, and
often then only in the first few

hundred miles).
Also, of course,
poles help enormously, and the
upper body plays a much more active role in skiing.
So even
though cross-country skiing may
be a more complete body workout
than a similar distance running,
there the similarity ends.
Marathons on both are quite different

Marathons on the road, however,
will soon proliferate again, with
the grand-daddy (or grand-mommy)
Boston Athletic Association heading the field.
The BAA 26-er is
held on the third Monday in April,
Patriot’s Day, from Hopkinton to
Boston, Massachusetts.
It is the
only marathon in the world that
requires a starting time qualification, i.e., currently, males
under 40 must have run a marathon
within the previous year, including Boston, under 2 hours, 50
minutes; men over age forty 3
hours, 10 minutes, women 3:20.
That single factor has probably
created more healthy hearts and
lungs and more serious leg injuries than any other single

factor in the history of American
life.
Just when millions of runners were realizing that, properly trained, a marathon was not
out of the question even for
formerly overweight heart-attack
victims, our goal-oriented sages
in Boston slap us with an arbitrary measure of ability, simply
to limit the number of people
wanting to urinate in the tulips
and crocuses of Hopkinton flower
beds!
If that sounds a tad bitter, you might have guessed that
I was once (and hope to be again,
never say die) one of the borderline three-hour marathoners who
were crushed when Will Cloney
decided that 1980 was a beautiful
year to drop the qualifying time
by ten minutes for all us aspiring daffodil-waterers.

How to train for a marathon?
There are reams of theories and
dozens of answers, but leave
them all to the various running
magazines, coaches and selfappointed mystics of the marathon.
But, why to train for
a marathon?
Now, there’s something a dog can sink his teeth
in!
There is in all of us a
molecular-based instinct for
more and better; if you’re on
the road doing your five or
ten or twenty for that day,
you wonder (don’t you) what
it would be like to go on
further, or faster?
Lift yourself at any given time from any
point in your life and ask yourself truly what you want in your
future at that given moment, and
sure as you sweat, when the
question of running pops up,
there’ll be little said for
the status quo.
Ayuh.
There’s
joy in that pain, there’s
beauty in that Ben-Gay, there’s
a mystical sense of accomplishment when you push on and
achieve another small, personal victory, before or after
the inevitable setback.
It’s
been said by many, not only
Scott and Helen Nearing, that
the end result is not the important thing, it’s the struggle.

Tn a recent reading of Colman
McCarthy’s column in Running
Times magazine, I noticed his
mention of Clarence DeMar’s running (ostensibly) autobiography,
entitled simply Marathon.
McCarthy mentioned that it had long
been out of print, with only
3,000 published in 1937, by the
Stephen Daye Press of Brattleboro, Vermont.
Curiosity
piqued, I calle- the Bangor
Public Library, and sure enough,
that fine and venerable institution had a copy extant.

Clarence DeMar wrote as he ran:
somewhat awkwardly (by his own
admission), but with style,
perseverance and a wry humor.
A printer by trade, DeMar
amassed seven BAA Marathon
victories over a twenty-year
period from 1911-30!
Although
he never mentions his exact
winning times, his fastest BAA
was "just under 2:30" in 1928,
the first year the course was
the established Olympic distance of 26.2 miles.
A member
of the 1912 and 1924 Olympic
marathon teams, he captured a
bronze medal in Paris in 1924.
Interestingly, DeMar gives us
an aloof view at times, yet
always mentions where he was
and what he was doing on April
19.

Also on the 1912 Olympic team
was Old Town Indian, Andrew
Sockalexis, who finished fourth.
DeMar mentions Sockalexis sparingly but with esteem, and there
is one photograph of DeMar, Sockalexis and several other runners
in Old Town in 1912.
Sockalexis
is wearing a shirt with the initials BHS; was this Bangor High
School?
I believe there were
more races held in Old Town than
DeMar alludes to, anyway.

An educated and religious man,
DeMar’s views on amateurism, war,
coaches and training, diet,
unionism and especially of
dreams of victory preceding several marathons, all make for

delightful reading.
McCarthy’s
suggestion that Stephen Daye Press
or someone re-publish Marathon is
well-taken.
A recent visit to
Bill Rodgers Running Center in
Cleveland Circle found it on the
shelf with a fancy blue and
white cover.
Is the cover only
a reprint, or has the book been
re-published?
A hasty glance
revealed it to be (seemingly)
different from the one I found
in Bangor, but I couldn’t be sure.
Nonetheless, Marathon by Clarence
DeMar is well worth it.

THE MAINE LINE
by Larry Allen
A column devoted to keeping track
of those Maine runners who venture to various races around the
U.S. and world.

Spring!
It has to come some
time!
I hope soon.
It’s been
a long winter of snow, bad roads,
wind, close calls with cars, not
to mention 3 layers of clothes
every day.
Winter is what Maine
runners are made of. Tough!
January Bermuda 10K

A much smaller and less competitive field of Maine runners
were in Bermuda this year for
the 10K and marathon.
Perhaps
due to the economy.
The only performances reported
so far were from Karen McCann and
her husband Dennis of Mercer.
Karen ran a good 40:05 for 160th
place overall, 12th woman and
she won her age group.
Dennis
ran 40 minutes for 157th place.

Feb 5

Toronto .Indoor Games

The Toronto Games are a traditional stop on the indoor circuit.
Many runners use this

meet to prepare for the big meets
in NYC which are but a few weeks
away.

Bruce Bickford got his serious
season underway with a very good
13:49 5K for 3rd place.

Remember the Bunyan!
Remember the Paul Bunyan Marathon last summer?
Mark Whalley
and Stu Jenkins, teammates from
Principia College in Illinois
tied in 2:22:00 to win Maine’s
oldest marathon.
Did you ever
wonder what they’ve been up to
since?
Probably not.

Despite that they’ve been running very well, Mark Whalley is
still at Principia College and he
won the NCAA Div III X-C Title
last fall! His ex-teammate is
running well also.
Stu Jenkins
ran a good 2:25 marathon at the
Fiesta Bowl Marathon in Arizona
this winter.
Feb 12 NYC Millrose Games

The indoor track meet, The most
traditional.
The best competition
The best crowds.

It’s no wonder the 5,000 meter
was so loaded.
The 10 man field
featured the likes of Alberto
Salazar, Suleiman Nyambui, Nick
Rose, Doug Padilla, etc.
It was
a great race.
Salazar was 4th.
Doug Padilla set an American
record, and narrowly missed the
world record of 13:20.
It’s a
shame that Bruce Bickford had
such a bad race.
He said that
he felt awful at 1 mile and that
he knew it was going to be a long
race.
He finished ICth in 13:47.
We have no information on Brian
Pettingill’s performance at 1,000
yards.

Running Shoes in Maine

Maine is rapidly becoming the
running shoe capital of America.
Currently, Nike is in Saco,
Etonic is in Lewiston, New Balanc- has moved into Skowhegan
and apparently is about to move
into Norridgewock.
What’s next?
Hyde Shoe, owner of Saucony, and
Wolverine Shoe, the new owner of
Brooks are both manufacturing
non-running shoes in Bangor and
one has to wonder if running
shoes are next!

Kurt Lauenstein was in bed all
week with the flu and still
managed to run 9:13.1, Jamie
Goodberlet ran a PR 9:13.5, Peter
Millard ran 9:18.9, O.J. Logue III
ran 9:21 and Mark Dorion 10:11.

Bits and Pieces

Miscellaneous news keeps coming
our way without complete back-up
information.
We’ll present it as
we’ve received it.

Virginia Beach Update

Paul Oparowski ran a 8:52 2 mile
at BU in February.
Greg Hale
from Madawaska and a URI freshman
ran a good 9:01 2 mile in a collegiate meet at BU in February.

It’s almost time for Virginia
Beach again.
March 20th will
mark the 4th year that a group
of Maine runners have made the
trek south for the Shamrock Marathon .

The day after the Millrose Games,
Bruce Bickford ran another race.
This time a 1 mile at BU. He felt
a lot better!
His time?
A 4:01
PR.

Last year there were 17 Maine
runners and a team placed 2nd
overall out of 20 teams.
Individually, Steve Carle was
11th, Phil Stuart was 2nd in his
age group and Barbara Hamaluk
was 2nd in her age group.
This years group may do better!
Andy Palmer and Kurt Lauenstein
are confirmed entries, as are
O.J. Logue III, Larry Allen,
Barbara Hamaluk and Bob Booker.
There may be others going from
southern Maine - Let us know
if you’re going.

Feb 20 Downeast Striders 2 mile

The 1st annual Downeast Striders
invitational 2 mile in Orono was
a mixed success.
There were
numerous last minute cancellations
because of injuries, illness,
changing committments, snow, etc.
Hank Pfeifle made it up to the
race and he won easily in 8:54.9.

Feb 6 Sri Chinmoy Marathon, Hampton
New Hampshire

A few Maine runners joined 300
others to run this mid-winter race
on a day which could have been a
lot worse considering the weather
this winter.
It was in the mid
20’s and slightly breezy.

Rock Green ran 2:33, Dan Paul
2:31:21, Tom Leonard 2:38 and
Bill Pike ran 2:41, Mark Dorion
ran 2:39, 1 week after another
2:39 at the Garden City Marathon
in Newton, Mass., and only 3 weeks
after a 2:40 in Savannah, Georgia
and he plans to run the Iceberg
in Bangor on March 6.
Upcoming Events

The China 10K is likely to be
a competitive race on April 10th.
Among those competing will be
Bruce Bickford, Kevin Ryan, Hank
Pfeifle, Kim Wettlaufer and
Marge Podgajny.

Next Month:
Virginia Beach results.
Spring
should be upon us, along with a
new season of road racing.
Anyone
planning to run Boston should
send the following information to
me:
Name, address, PR, estimated
time at Boston (below 60
and
above 60 ), age, number of marathons run.
We will try to run
a complete list of you in the
April issue of Maine Running
with statistics.
Anyone having information about,
collegiate, high school, or open
runners from Maine who have run
a race (elite or otherwise) outside our borders, please contact
me at 24 Parkview Ave., Bangor,
Me. 04401 or call 207-942-4297.

KATAHDIN TRUST COMPANY’S 1ST
ANNUAL SNOW RUN

In the middle of the woods in
the middle of the winter, who
could want more than 46 hardy
souls on a crisp and sunny
Saturday morning ready and
eager to do battle with the
Katahdin Trust Company’s 1st
Annual Snow Run.
By rural,
small community standards it
was a great turnout and was
due, in part, to the number
of local people taking part
in their first road race
after some dedicated winter
training.
The large number
of veteran racers that were
present also only served to
show that we need more winter races!!
Out of complete desperation,
yours truly and a few of the
ocal trapper-runners talked
about holding a race even if
we couldn’t take part in it.
After a fashion the talk
turned to action and at 11

o’clock on the 13th, Barry’s old
twelve gauge cut loose to signal
the start as 46 runners headed
down route 11 amidst log trucks,
skidders, pick-ups, three beagled
and a police cruiser, not necessarily in that order!!
As the unusually heavy traffic
sorted itself out four runners
took to the front and continued
in a small pack until the final
half mile when Rusty Taylor of
Hodgdon pulled away to win by six
seconds over Mickey Lackey of
Bangor.

With plenty of refreshments
(straight from the kitchens of
Ritchie’s lovely wife) and a
generous helping of trophies,
soft music and an informal atmosphere, the apres race environment was one of good humor,
race-talk and in general, just
nice things and stuff!
One of
the unique features of the race
may have been the busing of the
runners from Katahdin High School
to the starting line in Patten.
Pre-race information was given
on the bus and also gave an opportunity for the local directors
to experiment with different
brands of local humor.
It was
the conclusion of those present
that these ya-hoos could very
well have been left behind.
All
in allit was a landmark event in
our small area and succeeded only
because of the Katahdin faculty
members, three great senior girls
on the registration table and of
course, all those who took part,
especially Polly Stone, who carted
home three trophies: overall woman,
first in age group and youngest
finisher.

Loren Ritchie
* * *

MID-WINTER CLASSIC
On Sunday, Feb. 7, 1982 52 brave
runners faced the elements to run
this 10 miler at SMVTI, put on by

"THE PACK"

Race results courtesy of
Grace Amoroso, MTC

18 .
19.
20.
21.
22 .
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35 .
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42 .
43.
44.
45 .
46.
47.
48 .
49.
50.
51.
52.

***************

New course record.

BROOKS INSURANCE 10 MILER
SMVTI
Jan 17th

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15 .
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28 .

58:38
Rock Green
1:02:51
Sam Sleeper
1:03:49
Sean Keough
1:04:56
Bob Coughlin
1:06:03
Arnie Clark
1:07:19
Doug Moody
1:07:22
Kim Beaulieu*
1:07:30
Barry Howgate
1:07:36
Lee Nicely
1:09:22
Bill Leschey
Dave Silverbrand 1:09:30
1:09:31
Jim Swan
1:12:11
Joel Titcomb
1:12:12
Bob Quintin
1:12:17
Joe Trueworthy
1:12:55
Frank Morong
1:13:36
Herb Strom
1:14:28
Art Greif
Carleton Mendell 1:14:37
1:15:34
Mike Worden
1:15:36
Don Wilson
1:16:20
Don Berthiaume
1:19:54
Dave Trussell
Barbara Coughlin*!:20:12
1:31:01
Denise Coburn*
Jeanne Berthiaume*:31:02
1:34:23
Sally Patersen*
1:35:35
Sue Yandell*

MID-WINTER 10 MILE CLASSIC
SMVTI
Feb 7th

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17 .

Werner Pobatschnig

John Keller
Jim Babb
Sean Keough
Dick McFaul
Mark Hoffmaster
Bob Coughlin
Kent MacDonald
Mike Towle
Russ Connors
Barry Howgate
Kim Beaulieu*
Eric Ellis
David Alley
Bob Quentin
Lennie Hatch
Jim Toulouse

53:02
53:55
56:02
58 : 31
59:23
60:03
60:32
61:05
61:59
63:14
63:38
63:47
61:48
64:32
64:52
65:02
65:07

Ken Curtis
Harvey Rohde
Frank Ferland
Bill Leschey
Roland Moulin
Brain Milliken
Ray Shevenell
Jim Moore
Mike Worden
Herb Strom
Andy Rosen
Carlton Mendell
Russell Martin
0.E. DeLogu
Bob Leberge
Rodger Smith
Tony Harrigan
Mark Danyla
Mik3 Harrigan
Roger Beaulieu
Barbara Coughlin*
Lloyd Cook
Arthur Chapman
Andrew Hascam
Bernard Ross
Jerie Bugbee*
Dick Manthorne
Steve Hyde
Brian Gillespie
William Fox
Marion Leschey*
Dennis Morrill
John Doherty
Barbara Nelson*
Marianne Doherty*

66:00
66:17
66:42
66:52
66:52
67:02
67:06
67 : 33
68:01
68:16
69:14
69:30
69:56
70:15
70:39
71:37
72:53
73:34
73:38
74:05
74 : 27
74:58
76:08
76:17
76:52
78:23
78:47
78:53
80:25
81:12
82:35
8 3:53
84:15
93:40
94:22

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42 .
43.
44 .
45.
46.

Bill LoPotro
Alan Stevens
Ted Allen
Paul Lapoint
Paula Stone*
Mike Doore
Preston Hood III
Brenda LoPotro*
Arthur Fraser
Doug Swallow
Wendell Porter
Dean Shea
Larry Mangus
Carter Hall
Jeff Robinson
Jerry Michaud
Kim Danion*
Lisa Rush*
Pat Blake
Brian Roach
Dorothy Stochard*
Louise Ellis*
Susan Adams*
Benlta Qualey*
Martena McAvoy*
Ellen McLaughlin*
Becky Baltzer*
Vicki Richardson*
Chet McNally
Ola Tucker
Diane Tucker*
Nancy Alley*
David Pratt

31;2O
31:30
32:48
32:57
33:03
33:27
33:36
33:37
33:39
34:09
34:37
34:40
34:42
36:10
36:20
36:26
36:27
36:36
36:50
38:03
38:08
39:22
39:26
39:39
39:52
39:52
40:10
41:14
41:52
43:30
43:32
44:39
45:03

Results courtesy of Loren Ritchie
Race Director

* * *********** * * * *
Results courtesy of Grace Amoroso
Bob Payne - Race Director
AUGUSTA SNOFEST 5 MILE ROAD RACE
Feb 14th
* * ******** ******

1ST ANNUAL KATAHDIN TRUST SNOW
Patten
Run 4.8 ]Miles Feb 13th
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12 .
13.

Rusty Taylor
Mickey Lackey
Rick Shelton
Conrad Walton
David Mangus
David Alley
Fred Putnam
Robert Farmer
Eugene Farmer
Brent Worthing
Peter Ellis
Robert Duprey
Wayne Cameron

25 : 31
25:37
25:49
25:57
28:00
28:36
28:42
29:00
29:00
29:37
30:10
30:58
31:09

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13 .
14.
15 .
16.
1 7

Steve Russell
Rick Krause
Greg Nelson
Don McAllaster
Chris Holt
Bill HIne
David Baird
Steve Holmbraker
Roger Foster
Jeffery Crocker
Lloyd Ferriss
Doug Craib
Gene Roy
George Liming
Gary Blaschke
Dale. Pelleitier
T a m a T? T*l O 1 O

27:51
28:12
28:15
28:18
28:20
28:25
28:39
29:03
29:13
29:19
29:35
29:44
30:15
30:41
31:22
31:23

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24'.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

Paul Pelletier
Dan Williams
Doug Ludawlg
Gary Grady
Andy Abrams
Dennis Hayes
Doug MacDonald
John Schwerdel
Dick MacDonald
Bob Jollcoeur
Carlton Mendell
Fred Merlan
Gary Hamilton
Joanle Rhode*
Robert Day
John Edmondson
Martin Schiff
Bill Thornton
Mike Vail
Dave Gugan
Jeannie Lewis*
Don Abrams
Gerald Hoff

31:47
32:13
32:21
32:28
32:37
32:54
33:23
33:48
33:23
34:08
34:15
34:37
34:45
35:27
35:59
36:17
36:26
36:26
36:54
36:59
37:10
37:20
37:24

Mike Hagerman
37:43
Margie Williams*
37:55
38:57
Mary Jane Day*
Margaret ClapperBickford 39:49
41:18
James Chick
Peter White
43:09
49:24
Luanne Aslam
49:24
SnoFest Jester
(Cliff Fletcher)

Results courtesy of Ray Giglio
Race Director

***************
STATE CHAMPIONSHIP HIGH SCHOOL
INDOOR TRACK

Class B Boys
Lawrence (65); Orono (65);
Ellsworth (59.5); Scarborough
(38); Bucksport (33.5); Old
Town (30); Mattanawcook (20);
Hampden (19.5); MDI (13); Mt.
Ararat (10); Kennebunk (6);
Wells (6); Winslow (3); Kennebunk Christian (2); Forest
Hills; Greely; Greenville,
John Bapst; Marshwood; Old
Orchard (0).

Hurdles: Atherton (Bucks);
Brutsaert (Or) ; Letourneau
(Law); Clapper (MA); Jentost
(Ken); Liberty (Law); 8.4

60:
Cairnie (Law); Nelson
(Scar); Herrick (Buck); Hayes
(MA); Annett (Law); Parker
(Law); 6.6

300: Delano (Scar); Parker
(Law); Quirk (Hamp); Farragin (Wells); Letourneau (Law)
Norman (Ells); 34.5

Long Jump:
Gurney (Law);
White (0T); Hesseltine (OT);
Herrick (Bruns); LaBarnes
(Scar); St. Peter (Or); 20’
2Js”

2 Mile: Berlew (Ells); Holt
(Ells); Everett (Ells); Marquis
(OT); Hawes (Hamp); St. Clair
(MDI); 9:52.8

High Jump:
Atherton (Bucks);
Leopard (MA); Colombo (Mar);
Whelton (Ken); Colley (Ells) ;
Joslyn (Hamp); 6'I"

•00:
Colley (Ells); Wood
(Or) ; Goodwin (.Scar) ; Coulumbe
(Mar); Dexter (Law) ; Johnson
(Ells); 1:18.1

Shot
Gurney
Norden
(Law);

Put:
Trafton (Or);
(Law); Darling (W);
(Scar); Grandmaison
Surgmes(Bucks); 45*

1,000: Bwarett (811s)}
MacDonald (MDI); Curtis (OT);
Russ (Or); Young (Law); Dorr
(Law); 2:24.7

Relay: Lawrence (Cairnie,
Leary, Annett, Gurney); Orono,
Haapden, Mattanawcook, Bucks*
port, Greenville 1:39.2

Class A Boys
Cheverus (87); Brewer (57);
Portland (43); Westbrook (37);
Brunswick (30) ; S. Portland
(27.5) ; Thornton (.22); Dearing
(21.5) ; Edward Little (10);
Lewiston (9); Banger (3); Biddeford (2); Skowhegan; Gardiner

Goodwin (Br); Barsaal (Skow);
Hamilton (Bruns); 39*2"
■urdles: Dlnden (Gard);
Bacon (Skew); Peekham (Bang);
Eustis (Dear); Brody (Br);
Fallon (Os); 8.7

60: Boody (Fort); Bagalln
(Bang); Wllllaaa (Fort);
Solomon (Bang); O'Leary
(Deer); Libby (Br); 7.1

Mile: Whitten (Thorn); Cyr
(Br); Cowatta (Skew); Lolsalle
(Br); Adaas (Br); LaBosa (S.
Fort); 5:33.8

600: McCauley (Dear);
Docket (Thorn); McAuliffe
(Thorn); Fraser (Br); Rosenberg (Br); Baal (Br); 1:31.5

1,000: Frits (Bldd); Lawlor
(Br); Cowatta (Skow); Wllllaaa
(Br); Whittier (Thorn); Fennell
(Thorn); 2:52.4

300: Boody (Fort); Fraser
(Br); Gifford (Skow); Fallon
(Ox); McAuliffe (Thorn); FulLong Jump:
Bogdanovich (Port); ler (Skow); 36.0
Elkin (Br) ; Mcllwaln (Port);
2 Mila: Lawler (Br); Cyr
Crossaan (Bruns); Talley (Bang);
(Br); Frits (Bldd); Lolsalle
Roberts (Br) ; 20*2k"
(Br); Desjardins (Thorn);
Shot Put:
Bogdanovich CPort); Morong (S. Fort); 11:58.2
Lombard (Thorn); Caalnlttl (Deer)
High Jump: Revello (Br);
Coyne (S. Port); Dean (Deer);
Kilbride (Dear); Wood (Br);
Farrington (Chev); 56''5M
Theorin (Skow); Slaughter
(Bruns); 4’8"
Hurdles: Mlleson (S. Port);

Crossaan (Bruns); Hight (Deer);
Paradis (Chev); Roabolskl (Chev)
Lavelle (Chev); 8.1

Relay:
Skowhegan; Westbrook,
Brewer, Brunawlck, Bangor, 8.
Portland; 1:55.8

Mile:
England (Chev); Briggs
(Chev); Keln CChev); Swope (IL);
Lambert (Br); Bethley (Westb);
4:26.8

Class B Girls
Mount Desert Island 56;
Mt. Ararat 50; Old Town and
Kennebunk 48; Orono 41; Bucksport 16; Scarborough 15; Haapden Ac. and Mt. Abram 14;
Lawrence and Mattanawcook 10;
Ellsworth 9; Talstar 5; Graaly
and Greenville 2; Old Orchard
Beach and Winslow 0

60:
Elkin (Br) ; Mcllwaln
(Port); Fogg (.Thorn) ; Bogdanovich (Fort); Hurley (Brunei;
LaPlerre(Deer); 6.6

600: Anderson (Chev); LaRose
(S. Port); Plnkham . (Br); Thornton (Bruns); Kelly (Chav); Stillings (Bang); 1:16.7

1,000: England (Chev); Kenn6
(Westb); Moran (Westb); LaRose
(S. Port); St. John (Chev);
Egler (Chev); 2:20.7

300:
Elkin (Br); Ames (Br);
Fogg (Thorn); Rowe (Deer);
Curlt CBldd); Dunning (Port)
33.7

Long Juap: 0*Connell (MDI):
Wolfe (K); Gibson (MDI);
Porter (H); Richards (G);
Andrews (S); 16*3"

Mile: Lewis (Mt. A); Winn
(OT) Clapper (B); Hoaola (Or);
Mahan (Gl); Maguire (E);
5:26.2

600: McHatton (Mt. A);
Blanchard (0T) ; McCormack (Or);
2 Mile:
Briggs (Chev); Lynch
(Chev); Backus CEL); Keln (Chev); Duff (K); Ocana (M); Kenny
(Mt. A); 1:31.6
LeVasseur (Br); Emerson (Thorn);
9:54.2
1,000: Perkins (K); Winn
High Jump:
Holyoke (Br); Kenny (0T) ; Hoskins (Mt. A); Maguire
(Westb); Heard (Bruns); Hemphill (E); Bell (S); Bernier (Mt. A);
2:47.4 meet record*
(Westb); Carr (S. Port); Hight
(Deer); 6*1"
300: Lewis (MDI); Smith (0T)

Relay: Westbrook; Cheverus;
Brunswick; Portland; Thornton;
S. Portland; 1:37.4

Class A Girls
Brewer(98); Skowhegan (54);
Deering (44) ; Portland (36);
Thornton (31); Bangor (20);
Biddeford (16); Westbrook (14);
Gardiner (10); Brunswick (7);
S. Portland (5); Oxford Hills
(5); Lewiston (0)

Mile:
Berlew (Ells); Russ
(Or); Curtis (OT) ; Hawes (Hamp);
Long Jump:
Boody (Port);
Hewitt (Ken); Theriault (FH);
Cole (Deer); Grodin (West);
4:31.9
McCauley (Port); Angell
(S. Port) ; Libby (Br) ; 16’2
Pole Vault:
Brutsaert (Or);
3/4”
Clark (or); Beamis (Scar);
Albee (MDI); Tupper (Ells);
Shot Put:
Haydsn (Skow);
Nadeau (Scar); 12’
Pallas (Deer); Faulkner (Br);

0*Connell (MDI); McHatton
(Mt. A); Andrews (S); Farrington (L) ; 39.2 meat record*

2 Mile: Lewis (Mt.A);
Hoaola (Or) ; Clapper (B);
Stratton (E); Wood (MDI);
Gousse (L); 11:39.7 (meet
record)

Shot Put: LeClair (Or);
Targett (Mt. Ab); Seger (0T);
Mishou (S); Kocur (Or); Barteaux (H); 38*8M

High Juap: McEnroe (MDI);
McHatton (Mt. A); Soule (Or);
Fleet (T); Nell (Mt. Ab);
Porte^(H); 5*1”
60 Low Hurdles: O'Connell
(MDI); Christy (K); Andrews
(S); Brown (Mt. Ab); Soule

(Or);
Meryweather
8.5 meet record*

(MDI);

60:
Smith (OT); Gauthier
(K); Badger (H); Beckwith
(B); Sutherland (M); 7.4

880 Relay:
Kennebunk
(Deteso, Duf f, Perkins,
Christy); Lawrence; Mattanawcook; Orono; Hampden;
Mount Desert Island 1:55.2

Wendy McEnroe won the high jump
to pad the victory margin.
Once again the eastern Maine
teams showed their strength in
indoor action largely because of
the facility at UMO.
The westerners
will be ready for competition if
the snow ever melts.

Bob Booker
* & *

The state championships
in indoor track were decided on February 13th at
Colby College in Waterville
and the Universtiy of Maine
at Orono.

In Waterville the Cheverus
Stags won their third straight
state crown by thirty points
over runner-up Brewer.
Mike
England of Belfast won the
mile and the 1,000 for the
victors while his teammates,
Tom Briggs and Lenny Anderson chipped in with wins in
the 2 mile and 600.

In the girls meet seniors
Theresa Lawlor and Mary Lynn
Cyr led the Brewer Witches
to their second consecutive
state crown aided by Erica
Revello's victory in the
high jump.
Brewer’s 44
point cushion over Skowhegan shows just how well
balanced Coach Jefferie’s
girls team is.
In Orono the home town
team managed to tie the
Lawrence Bulldogs in the
boy’s championship led by
pole vaulter Tom Brutsaert
and shot putter Tony Trafton.
Steve Gurney and Dave Cairnie
were stand-outs for Lawrence.
In B action for the girls,
MDI once again took home the
laurels.
Cathy O’Connell
and Caskie Lewis paced the
Trojans with state records
in the 60 low hurdles and
300.

Crane meet
some people
in love with
the restaurant
business.

“Run chi over to
l’s’
XXfe’ve got something
special for you!
MARCH

1-2
3-4
5-6
7-9
10-11
12-13
14-16
17-18
19-20
21-23
24-26
27-29
30-31

Randy Hawkes & the Over
Scott Folsom Band
King B’s
Andrea Rae & Clouds
Natural Boogie
Half-a-care
One Last Swing
Blues Over Easy
Jeff Crocker Band.
Searsmont Street Band
the Drones
Lindsay/Abbott Band
Dr. Hicklick’s Cucumber
Band

sss
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123 FRANKLIN STREET

BANGOR

MAINE

04401

CHINA 10K CLASSIC

10,000 Meters (6.2 miles) Road Race
and 11/2-mile Fun Run
GOOD TIME

DIVISIONS:

Men’s and Women’s.
Ages -14 and under
30-39
15-19
40-49
20-29
50 and older

FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY!
WHEN:

Saturday, April 10, 1982 — 10:30
A.M., Rain or Shine.

REFRESHMENTS:

WHERE:

China Elementary School, Route
202, So. China, Maine.

SPONSORS:

tary School.

BENEFIT:

Friends of China Elemen-

free

cold

drinks

TO ALL RUNNERS! FREE LUNCH TO
ALL WINNERS! Lunch will be available
to all others.

REGISTRATION:

China Elementary School.

10K road
race —
$4.00 pre-registration fee before April 3rd.
Free T-shirt to first 100 registrants. $4.50
fee after April 3rd, and on race day from
9:00 a.m. to 10:15 a.m.

AWARDS:

11/2-MILE FUN RUN — A special 11/2-mile Fun
Free T-shirts to first 100 regisRun will be featured for all non-racing
trants. Trophies, ribbons, and merchanentries. $2.00 entry fee. Trophies for
dise will be awarded to first and second
each grade level K-8, male and female.
finishers in each division.
r-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Fun Run_____
10K______
Sex_____
Age_____
Name_______________________________________________
Fun Run___
Grade_____
Address_____________________________________________
T-Shirt Size:
S
M
L
(CIRCLE ONE)

In consideration of this entry being accepted, I for myself, my heirs and assigns hereby waive and release any
rights and claims I may have against the sponsors of this race.
Signature

Parent’s Signature if under 18

MAIL TO: China 10K Classic, c/o Kevin Purcell, Box 148, So. China, Maine 04358
Make Check Payable To: Friends of China Elementary School (F.O.C.E.S.).
For additional information contact Race director:

Kevin Purcell, 207-445-2047.

HUSSON COLLEGE RECREATION MAJORS

2nd ANNUAL 1GI£ FOOT RACE
SUNDAY, MARCH 28, 1982

Registration begins at 12:00 noon at the Newman Gym, Husson College.
Race starts at 1:00 p.m., rain or shine.
Course Description for 10K: Runners will do one lap around the circle
then go off campus to Kenduskeag Avenue to Harlow Street; up Fourteenth Street onto Ohio Street to Griffin Road; back to Kenduskeag
Avenue and return to the Newman Gym(this is the original A1 Kenyan
route). Run Run is 1.5 miles on the Husson College Circle. Splits
available at 1 and 3 mile points. AlAdStation at three miles.

Entry fee: pre-registration $3.50, $4.50 day of the race.
will be given to the first 50 who register.

T-shirts

Awards: for first place male and female; age categories: male & female
24 and under, 25-35, 36-46, over 47; 1st place male and female
in the Fun Run. Maximum of one prize per runner.

In consideration of acceptance of this entry, I, for myself, heirs, and
assigns waive and release any and all rights and claims for personal
damages I may have against the persons and officials for this race.

Name_____________________________________________________________

Address
Phone

Signature

Sex
(guardian if under 18)

Make checks payable to:

Pam Hennessey, Race Director
Husson Athletics
Husson College
Bangor, Me 04401
Tel. 947-1121 Ext. 270

Age

the Maine Track Club.
The temperature at the start was about
20
with a southwest wind.
The
course ran through South Portland, and Cape.
When it was
all over the first two finishers,
Werner Pobatschnig in 53:02 and
John Keller 53:55 had broken
the old record held by Bob Winn
(54:01).
The first female, Kim
Beaulieu, 63:47, had a fine run
as always.
All 52 finished.
Charles Scribner

* * *

WHERE CAN

I PICK UP A COPY
MAINE RUNNING?

Have you woken up in the middle of the
night lately asking yourself, "I know
where I get my Maine Running each month
but where should I tell all the people
who ask me where to go to get theirs?"
Rest easy. Help is here at last. You
will never have to miss another precious
moment of rest, for the answer is here:

BUY MAINE RUNNING AT:
*OLYMPIA SPORT IN SOUTH PORTLAND

ATTENTION CAPITOLISTS
Do you have a business that profits
from physically active people?
How about advertising in Maine
Running?
More than a 1,000 consumers read it each month.
full page $50 a month;

$500 per year

half page $30 a month;

$300 per year

\ page $17.50 a month;

$175 per year

If you can come up with some kinky
variation on the above rates, run
them by me.
I’m game.

^^:hronomix
The only way to handle large race
fields .

*THE GOOD SPORTS IN BRUNSWICK
*THE ATHLETIC ATTIC IN AUBURN
*PETER WEBBER IN WATERVILLE
*NEW BALANCE SHOE FACTORY OUTLET
IN SKOWHEGAN

*ATHLETIC ATTIC IN BANGOR

*GOLDSMITH'S SPORTING GOODS IN BANGOR

*haskell 's

SPORTING GOODS IN BAR HARBOR

If you do not see your favorite sports
shop on this list, let them know about
it and they in turn can let us know by
calling 843-6262 or writing: Maine
Running, PO Box 259, E. Holden, Me. 04429
There’s no reason why everyone who runs
in the state of Maine (or New England)
shouldn’t be able to buy his or her own
issue of Maine Running each and every
month. If all else fails - subscribe

$50 per race

Let us know well in advance of your
event so that we can reserve it for
you on that day.
HOW DO I

SUBSCRIBE TO MR?

All you need to do is send the bottom part of this page to the address
on the title page along with a check for $15 and we’ll send you the mag.

Name

___ _____________ _________________

A d d r e s s_________________________________
________ Zip____________________

Make checks payable to Maine Running

MA1NEILTJ
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SPECIALTY SHOES

NIKE AND ATHLETIC ATTIC ARE PROUD

TO ANNOUNCE THEIR EXPRESS DELIVERY PROGRAM
POR SPECIALTY SHOES,
HIGH JUMP

hSHOT DUT & DISCUS

LONG JUMP

THREE DAY DELIVERY ON SHOES
TRIPLE JUMD
*<■
RACE WALKING
SPIKES

°OLE VAULT

JAVELIN

*r

If you need a special shoe for your event, Athletic Attic has just the Nike shoe
for you. So stop into our stores in the Auburn Mall or the Bangor Mall and order
your specialty shoe today. It may be the best move you've ever made for yourself.

Auburn Mall 786-2507

Bangor Mall 947-^880

